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Abstract—Thermal infrared (TIR) pedestrian tracking is one
of the most important components in numerous applications of
computer vision, which has a major advantage: it can track the
pedestrians in total darkness. How to evaluate the TIR pedestrian
tracker fairly on a benchmark dataset is significant for the
development of this field. However, there is no a benchmark
dataset. In this paper, we develop a TIR pedestrian tracking
dataset for the TIR pedestrian tracker evaluation. The dataset
includes 60 thermal sequences with manual annotations. Each
sequence has nine attribute labels for the attribute based evaluation. In addition to the dataset, we carry out the large-scale
evaluation experiments on our benchmark dataset using nine
public available trackers. The experimental results help us to
understand the strength and weakness of these trackers. What’s
more, in order to get insight into the TIR pedestrian tracker
more sufficiently, we divide a tracker into three components:
feature extractor, motion model, and observation model. Then,
we conduct three comparison experiments on our benchmark
dataset to validate how each component affects the tracker’s
performance. The findings of these experiments provide some
guidelines for future research.
Index Terms—thermal infrared, pedestrian tracking, benchmark, dataset
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I. I NTRODUCTION

Long with the development of thermal imaging technology, both quality and resolution of the thermal images
have been improved to a great extent. That enables a series of
computer vision tasks based on thermal images can be applied
to the civilian field. TIR pedestrian tracking is one of the most
important vision tasks which has received much attention in
recent years. It has wide applications such as surveillance,
driving assistance, and rescue at night [1]. Numerous TIR
pedestrian trackers [2]–[8] have been proposed over the
past decade. Despite much progress has been achieved, TIR
pedestrian tracking still faces many challenges, e.g., occlusion, background clutter, motion blur, low resolution, thermal
crossover, etc.
Evaluating and comparing the TIR pedestrian tracker fairly
is crucial for the development of this filed. Usually, there is not
a single tracker that can handle all challenges. Therefore, it is
necessary to compare and analyze the strength and weakness
of each tracker, thereby giving some guidelines to the future
study for a better tracker. In order to do that, it is critical to
collect a representative dataset. Several TIR datasets are used,
such as OSU Color-Thermal [9], Terravic Motion IR [10],
PDT-ATV [11], and BU-TIV [12] databases. However, it can
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not fair compare the TIR pedestrian tracker on these datasets
due to the following reasons. First, these datasets just have
a few sequences that are not sufficient for fair evaluation.
Second, the thermal images just are captured from a thermal
camera that lacks diversity. Third, the thermal images have low
resolution and static background that not suit to various realworld scenarios. Fourth, these datasets do not provide a unified
ground-truth and attribute annotations. All of these reasons
show that this field lacks a benchmark dataset to fair evaluate
the TIR pedestrian tracker.
Modern TIR pedestrian tracker is a complicated system
which is consisted of several separate components. Each
component can affect its performance. Evaluating a TIR
pedestrian tracker as a whole helps us to understand its
overall performance, but cannot know the effectiveness of each
component. To understand the TIR pedestrian tracker more
sufficiently, it is necessary to compare each component separately. Similar to [13], we divide the TIR pedestrian tracker
into three components: feature extractor, motion model, and
observation model. After dividing, some interesting questions
will be raised involuntarily. Which feature is more suitable
for TIR pedestrian tracking? How different motion models
and observation models affect the tracking performance? The
answers to these questions provide some references to the
direction of future research.
In this paper, to fair evaluate and compare TIR pedestrian
trackers, we first collect a TIR pedestrian dataset1 for shortterm tracking task. The dataset includes 60 video sequences
with manual annotations. The entire dataset is divided into nine
different attribute subsets. On each subset, we can evaluate
the tracker’s abiliaty of handling the corresponding challenge.
Then, we carry out a large-scale fair performance evaluation on
several public available trackers. Finally, in order to get insight
into the TIR pedestrian tracking, we further conduct three
validation experiments on three compoents of the tracker. First,
we compare several different features on a baseline tracker
to analyze which feature is more suitable for TIR pedestrian
tracking. Second, we compare several different motion models
on a baseline tracker to analyze how they affect the tracking
results. Third, to explore how different observation models
affect the tracking performance, we compare several trackers
with different observation models. The findings of these three
experiments make us understand the TIR pedestrian tracker
more sufficiently.
The contributions of the paper are two-fold:
1 The PTB-TIR dataset and code library can be accessed at http://www.
hezhenyu.cn/PTB-TIR.html
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TABLE I: Comparison of our dataset with other datasets.
OSU Color-Thermal [9]

Terravic Motion IR [10]

PDT-ATV [11]

BU-TIV [12]

PTB-TIR (Ours)

Device Type

Raytheon PalmIR 250D

Raytheon Thermal-Eye 2000AS

FLIR Tau 320

FLIR SC8000

More than 8 sources

Resolution

320 × 240

320 × 240

324 × 256

up to 1024 × 640

up to 1280 × 720

Bit Depth

8

8

8

16

8

Sequences Number

3

11

8

5

60

Mean Length

2848

500

486

4530

502

Total Frames

8544

5500

3888

22654

30128

We construct a TIR pedestrian tracking benchmark
dataset with 60 annotated sequences for the TIR pedestrian tracker evaluation. A large-scale performance evaluation is implemented on our benchmark with several
public available trackers.
• Several validation experiments on the proposed benchmark are carried out to get insight into the TIR pedestrian
tracking system. The experimental findings are analyized
to given some guidelines for future research.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We first
introduce TIR pedestrian tracking datasets and methods briefly
in Section II. Then, we present the contents of the proposed
benchmark in Section III. Subsequently, the extensive performance evaluation and validation experiments are carried out in
Section IV and Section V respectively. Finally, we draw a short
conclusion and describe some future works in Section VI.
•

II. R ELATED W ORK
In this section, we first introduce existing datasets which can
be used for TIR pedestrian tracking in Section II-A. Then, we
discuss the progress of the TIR pedestrian tracking methods
in Section II-B.
A. TIR Pedestrian Tracking Datasets
There is no a standard and specialized TIR pedestrian
tracking dataset but several datasets can be used to simply
test TIR pedestrian tracker.
OSU Color-Thermal. The original purpose of this dataset [9]
is to do object detection using RGB video and thermal video.
The dataset contains 3 TIR pedestrian videos are captured from
a fixed thermal sensor: Raytheon PalmIR 250D. These videos
have a low resolution 320 × 240 and their backgrounds are
static.
Terravic Motion IR. This dataset [10] is designed for detection and tracking task in the thermal video. It has 18
TIR sequences captured from a thermal camera Raytheon L-3
Thermal-Eye 2000AS. Among these sequences, 11 pedestrian
sequences are suitable for tracking task. These sequences are
all in the same wild scene with a static background and a low
resolution 320 × 240.
PDT-ATV. PDT-ATV [11] is a TIR pedestrian tracking and
detection dataset is captured from a simulative unmanned
aerial vehicle (UAV). The dataset contains 8 sequences with
the same resolution 324 × 256. The dataset provides manually

ground-truths of the object but not annotates the attributes of
each sequence.
BU-TIV. BU-TIV [12] is a large-scale dataset for several visual analysis tasks in TIR videos. It contains 5 TIR pedestrian
videos that can be used for tracking task. The resolution of
these videos is ranging from 512 × 512 to 1024 × 640. The
dataset provides the annotations of the object but not offers
any evaluation codes for tracking task.
Table I compares the above-mentioned datasets with our
dataset. Although these datasets can be used in the TIR
pedestrian tracking to test a tracker, they are not suitable
for fair comparison and evaluation. In this paper, in order to
fair compare and evaluate a tracker, we collect a large-scale
TIR pedestrian tracking benchmark dataset with 60 annotated
sequences.
B. TIR Pedestrian Tracking Methods
In the past decade, numerous TIR pedestrian tracking
methods have been proposed to solve the various challenges.
General speaking, there are two categories of TIR pedestrian
trackers: generative and discriminative. Generative TIR pedestrian trackers focus on the modeling of pedestrian’s appearance
and search the most similar candidates in the next frame.
Some representative methods are template matching [14],
[15], sparse representation [5], [16]. Unlike the generative
methods, discriminative TIR pedestrian tracking methods cast
the tracking problem as a binary classification problem which
distinguishes the object target from its backgrounds. Thanks
the advances of the machine learning, a series of classifier can
be used in the TIR pedestrian tracking, such as random forest [4], mean shift [17], support vector machine (SVM) [18].
Here, we discuss these methods according to three components
: feature extractor, motion model, and observation model.
Feature Extractor. Obtaining a powerful representation of
the object target is a crucial step in TIR pedestrian tracking.
Different from the visual pedestrian tracking that often uses
the color feature, intensity feature is widely used in the TIR
pedestrian tracking due to a basic assumption that the object
target is warmer than its background in the thermal images.
However, a tracker only using the intensity feature often
fails when two similar pedestrians are crossing each other.
In order to get more discriminative feature representation,
several TIR pedestrian trackers exploit multiple features fusion
strategy. For example, Wang et al. [19] combine the intensity
and edge cues via an adaptive multi-cue integration scheme.
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developments of machine learning, numerous classification
methods are used. For example, Xu et al. [17] use mean shift to
get the final tracked target from a series of target candidates
generated from Kalman filter. Ko et al. [4] exploit random
forest to obtain the tracked target from the candidates. Some
other classification method, such as SVM [18], boosting [22],
multiple instance learning (MIL) [23], are also suitable for
TIR pedestrian tracking
These three components of the TIR pedestrian tracker
affect the tracking performance in different ways. How each
component affects the final tracking results? In this paper,
we conduct several validation experiments on our proposed
benchmark to answer this question.
III. TIR P EDESTRIAN T RACKING B ENCHMARK
In this section, we first introduce our TIR pedestrian tracking dataset in Section III-A, and then, present the evaluation
methodology for the TIR pedestrian tracker in Section III-B.
These two parts constitute our TIR pedestrian tracking benchmark.
A. Dataset
In the past decade, several datasets [9]–[12] are used to
evaluate the TIR pedestrian tracker. However, these datasets
do not provide uniform ground-truths for fair evaluation. To
implement fair performance evaluation and comparison for the
TIR pedestrian tracker, we collect 60 thermal sequences, and
then annotate them manually. These sequences come from the
different devices, scenes, and shooting time. For each shooting
property, we collect a series of corresponding thermal videos.
More basic properties can be found in Table II. These different
properties ensure the diversity of the dataset.
TABLE II: Basic properties of the shooting videos and the
corresponding video number.
Property Name

Property value: video number

Device Categories

Surveillance camera: 29; Hand-held camera: 20;
Vehicle-mounted camera: 8; Drone camera: 3

Scene Types

Outdoor: 52; Indoor: 8

Shooting Time

Night: 42; Day: 18

Camera Motion

Static: 43; Dynamic: 17

Camera Views

Down: 31; Level: 29

Object Distance

Far: 21; Middle: 23; Near: 16

Object Size

Big: 12; Middle: 34; Small: 14

Sources. Our datasets are collected from the existing commonly used thermal sequences and Internet. Four thermal
sequences are obtained from OSU Color-Thermal dataset [9].
Six sequences are adopted from Terravic Motion IR [10] and
nine sequences are chosen from BU-TIV [12]. Two sequences
came from LITIV2012 [24] and five sequences came from
detection dataset CVC-09 [25] and CVC-14 [26]. In addition,
we select seven pedestrian videos from the TIR object tracking
benchmark: VOT-TIR2016 [27]. The rest of the sequences
are collected from the Internet, such as INO dataset [28] and
YouTube [29].

Annotations. We use an external rectangle bounding box of
the target as its ground-truth. The first frame annotations of
several sequences are shown in Fig. 1. The left corner point,
width, and height of the target’s bounding box are recorded to
represent the ground-truth.
Attributes of a Sequence. Evaluating a TIR pedestrian tacker
is usually difficult because several attributes can affect its
performance. In order to better evaluate the strength and weakness of a TIR pedestrian tacker, we summarize nine common
attributes in the sequences, as shown in Table III. For each
attribute, we construct a corresponding subset for evaluation.
The performance of a tracker on an attribute subset shows its
ability for handling the corresponding challenge. The attributes
distribution of the entire dataset and an attribute subset are
shown in Fig. 2. The other subset’s attributes distribution are
shown in the supplemental material. We can see that the
background clutter has a high ratio because the pedestrians
often have similar texture and intensity in the thermal images.
In addition, the occlusion and scale variation also often occurs
in the real-world scenarios. The intensity variation subset only
includes three sequences due to the pedestrians tend to have
invariable temperature in a short time.
TABLE III: Attributes of a thermal sequence.
Chall

Description

OCC

Occlusion: the target is partially or fully occluded.

SV

Scale variation: the ratios of the target’s size in the first frame
and current frame is out of the range [1/2, 2].

BC

Background clutter: the background near the target has similar
texture or intensity.

LR

Low resolution: the target’s size is lower than 600 pixels.

FM

Fast motion: the distances of target in the consecutive frame
are larger than 20 pixels.

MB

Motion blur: the target region is blurred due to the target or
camera motion.

OV

Out-of-view: the target is partially out of the image region.

IV

Intensity variation: the intensity of the target region has
changed due to the temperature variation of the target.

TC

Thermal crossover: Two targets with similar intensity cross
each other.

60

Attribute distribution- dataset

Attribute distribution- scale variation
40
30

40

20

20
0

10
OCC SV BC LR FM MB OV IV

TC

0

OCC SV BC LR FM MB OV IV

TC

Fig. 2: The attributes distribution of the entire dataset and a
scale variation subset.

B. Evaluation Methodology
There are two commonly used evaluation metrics in visual
object tracking: center location error (CLE) and overlap ratio.
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In this paper, we also adopt these two metrics to evaluate TIR
pedestrian tracker. Follow to OTB [30], we use the precision
and success rate for quantitative analysis.

Success plots of OPE
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Precision Plot. CLE is the average Euclidean distance between
the tracked target and target’s ground-truth. If a CLE is within
a given threshold (20 pixels), we say the tracking is successful
in this frame. The precision plot measures the percentage of
the successful frames in the entire dataset.
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In this section, we implement a large-scale fair evaluation
experiments on the proposed benchmark. First, an overall
performance evaluation of nine trackers is conducted in Section IV-A. Second, we evaluate the performance of these
trackers on the attribute subset in Section IV-B. Third, a speed
comparison experiment is presented in Section IV-C.
A. Overall Performance Evaluation
Evaluated Trackers. Nine public available trackers are evaluated on our benchmark. Since the TIR pedestrian trackers
have no public available codes, we choose some commonly
used visual trackers and TIR trackers for evaluation. These
trackers can be used for the TIR pedestrian tracking and can
be generally divided into four categories:
• Three correlation filter based trackers, kernelized correlation filters (KCF [31]), scale correlation filter
(DSST [32]), spatially regularized correlation filters
(SRDCF [33]).
• Two
deep learning based trackers, HDT [34],
MCFTS [35].
• Two regression based trackers, Ridge Regression
(RR [13]), Gaussian regression (TGPR [36]).
• Two other trackers, SVM [13], sparse representation
(L1APG [37]).
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IV. E VALUATION E XPERIMENTS
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Speed Evaluation. Speed is the other important aspect of a
tracker. We run all trackers on the same hardware device and
calculate their average frames per second (fps) in the entire
dataset.
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Robustness Evaluation. Usually, a tracker is sensitive to the
initialization, and one-pass evaluation (OPE) does not provide
the robutness evaluation. In order to measure a tracker’s
robustness to the different initialization, we use the temporal
robustness evaluation (TRE) and spatial robustness evaluation
(SRE). TRE runs 20 times with different initial frame in a
sequence, and then is to calculate the average precision and
success rate. SRE runs 12 times with different initial bounding
box by shifting or scaling.
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Success Plot. Overlap score measures the overlap ratio between the bounding box area of tracked target and groundtruth. If the score is larger than a given threshold, we say the
tracking is successful in this frame. The success plot shows
the ratios of successful frames at the threshold varying from
0 to 1. we use the area under curve (AUC) of each success
plot to rank the trackers.
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Fig. 3: The overall performance of the trackers using OPE,
TRE, and SRE plots. The performance score is shown in the
legend of the figures. The trackers are ranked in descending
order according to their performance.

Most of these trackers have the state-of-the-art performance in
visual tracking. For all of these trackers, we use the original
parameters of them for evaluation.
Evaluation Results. Precision plots and success plots are used
to show the overall performance of the tracker, and the results
are shown in Fig. 3. OPE is used to show the precision and
success rate of the tracker, while TRE and SRE are used to
show the robustness of the tracker.
Analysis. The trackers are ranked according to their performance score. From Fig. 3, we can see that the ranking of the
trackers are slightly different in the precision plots and success
plots. This is because the evaluation metrics are different in
these two plots. The precision is ranked according to the
percentage of successful frames where center location error is
within a fixed threshold (20 pixels), while the success rate is
ranked according to AUC scores. We suggest that the success
plots are more accurate than the precision plot for ranking.
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Precision plots of TRE - background clutter (52)
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Precision plots of TRE - low resolution (14)

Success plots - background clutter (52)
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Precision plots of TRE - out of view (10)
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Precision plots of TRE - fast motion (8)
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Precision plots of TRE - thermal crossover (22)
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Fig. 4: TRE plots on eight attribute subsets. The title of the figure is the attribute name and corresponding sequences number.
Fig. 4: TRE plots on eight attribute subsets. The title of the figure is the attribute name and corresponding sequences number.
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complexity kernel function is better than a simple one in the
regression-based TIR pedestrian tracker.

Precision plots of OPE
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Precision

Results. In order to understand the tracker’s performance for
different challenges, we evaluate nine trackers on the attribute
subsets, the results are shown in Fig. 4. Here, we just show
the TRE plots on these subsets due to space limitation. OPE
and SRE plots are presented in the supplemental material.
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We carry out the experiments on the same PC with an Intel
I7-6700K CPU, 32G RAM, and a GeForce GTX 1080 GPU
card. The speed of the tracker is the average fps on the TRE
results. The comparison of the tracker’s speed is shown in
Table IV.
Analysis. Table IV shows that KCF has a high speed while
DSST also exceeds the real-time speed. The high efficiency
of these two trackers benefits from the computation in the
Fourier domain. What’s more, we can see SRDCF obtains a
half of the real-time speed when it achieves the best precision
and success rate. Two deep learning based trackers, HDT and
MCFTS just get a low frame rate due to the high cost of
the feature extraction. Several classifier based trackers such as
SVM and RR also have a low speed because they base on a
time-consuming particle filter search framework.
V. VALIDATION E XPERIMENTS
In this section, we conduct three comparison experiments to
validate each component’s effectiveness to the TIR pedestrian
tracking performance. First, we carry out a comparison experiment on a baseline tracker with six different features extractor
in Section V-A. Then, a comparison experiment on a baseline
tracker with three different motion models is implemented in
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Fig. 5: OPE plots of the baseline tracker using six different
feature extractors.
Section V-B. Finally, we compare several different observation
models to validate how they affect the tracking performance
in Section V-C.
A. Feature Extractor.
To understand the effect of the feature extractor to the TIR
pedestrian tracking performance, we test six different features
on a baseline tracker. These features are commonly used in
the object detection and tracking.
•
•

•

C. Speed Comparison

0.5

0.2

0

Location error threshold

Analysis. The tracker’s performance on an attribute subset
shows its ability to handle this challenge. As shown in
Fig. 4, we can see that SRDCF achieves the best performance
on almost all attribute subsets because it effective solves
the boundary effect brought from the cyclic shift. MCFTS
achieves a better performance on the occlusion and out-ofview subset than DSST, despite DSST has the higher overall
performance than MCFTS (see TRE of Fig. 3). That shows that
the deep learning based trackers have a promising performance
in the TIR pedestrian tracking. KCF and HDT have the
worst performance on the scale variation subset since they
lack the scale estimation strategy, while DSST obtains the
second-best performance on the scale variation subset and
the entire dataset since it deals with the scale variation. This
demonstrates the scale estimation strategy is very useful to
improve the tracking performance. On the fast motion subset,
we can see that RR achieves a much higher success rate
than its overall performance (see Fig. 3). We suggest that the
stochastic particle filter search framework plays a major role.
These results are helpful to us to understand the strength and
weakness of the trackers.

Success rate

B. Attribute-based Evaluation

Success plots of OPE

0.8

•
•

•

Gray. It simply resizes the image into a fixed size, and
then uses the pixel values as features.
SIFT [38]. It is a local feature descriptor and robust to
the scale variation. Here, we use its fast version: dense
SIFT using VLFeat toolkit [39].
Haar-like [40]. It reflects the gray variation of the image.
We use the simplest form, rectangular Haar-like features.
Gabor [41]. It can capture the texture information of the
image using a series of different direction’s Gabor filters.
LBP [42]. It is a simple yet efficient local texture descriptor which has two advantages: rotation invariance
and gray invariance.
HOG [43]. It is used to capture the local gradient
direction and gradient intensity distribution of the image.

We use Ridge Regression [13] as the baseline tracker, and the
results are shown in Fig. 5.
Analysis. Fig. 5 shows that the baseline tracker using HOG
feature achieves the best performance which is higher than
the one using gray feature about 20%. It demonstrates that
local gradient features are more helpful for TIR pedestrian
tracking. Although the gray features are commonly used in
the previous studies, it has a low discriminative ability for
the TIR pedestrian object. The assumption that the object is
warmer than its background is no longer suitable for TIR
pedestrian tracking, because the TIR pedestrians often have
similar intensity to their backgrounds. What’s more, we can
see that the local texture feature LBP obtains second-best
performance and it has a small gap to the best performance.
This illustrates that along with the improvement of thermal
image’s quality and resolution, texture features are useful for
the TIR pedestrian tracking. Here, we not consider the deep

1
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TABLE IV: Speed comparison of the trackers.
KCF [31]

DSST [32]

SVM [13]

SRDCF [33]

HDT [34]

RR [13]

MCFTS [35]

L1APG [37]

TGPR [36]

393.40

96.30

13.40

12.29

10.60

6.64

4.73

3.66

1.77

feature extracted from the pre-trained network (e.g., VGGNet [44]) since it is very slowly in this framework. It is not
suitable for real-time tracking applications.
Precision

Findings. Feature extractor is the most important component
in the TIR pedestrian tracker. It has a major effect to the TIR
pedestrian tracker’s performance. Choosing or developing a
strong feature can dramatically enhance the tracking performance.

Precision plots of OPE

Success plots of OPE
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B. Motion Model.

Analysis. The particle filter has several advantages such as it
can solve the scale variation problem, and recover from the
tracking failure. However, from Fig. 6, it is easy to see that
the particle filter is much worse than the sliding window when
we use the weak feature (Gray) in the baseline tracker. We
suggest that this is mainly because the gray feature lacks the
discriminative power leading to the drift of the particle filter.
On the contrary, when we use the strong feature (HOG) in
the baseline tracker, three motion models perform the same
good. It is interesting that the particle filter performs no any
superiority to the tracking performance while it keeps a high
computation complexity.
Findings. Different motion models have a minor effect to
the tracker’s performance when the feature is strong enough.
Therefore, a faster search strategy (e.g., sliding window) is
more helpful for the TIR pedestrian tracking.
C. Observation Model.
Observation models are widely studied in the tracking filed
since the rapid development of the machine learning method.
To understand the effect of the observation model to the
TIR pedestrian tracking performance, we test four observation
models using two different features.
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Success plots of OPE
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To understand the effect of the motion model to the TIR
pedestrian tracking performance, we test three commonly
used motion models on a baseline tracker with two different
features.
• Particle Filter [45]. It is a sequential Bayesian importance sampling technique which belongs to the stochastic
search method.
• Sliding Window. Sliding window is a kind of exhaustive
search method. It simply considers all candidates within
a square neighborhood.
• Radius Sliding Window [21]. Radius sliding window is
an improvement version of the sliding window. It just
considers all candidates within a circular region.
We also use Ridge Regression [13] as the baseline tracker, and
the results are shown in Fig. 6.
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Fig. 6: OPE plots of the baseline tracker using three different
motion models with two different feature extractors. The
abbreviations pf, sw, rsw denotes the particle filter, sliding
window, and radius sliding window respectively.
Logistic Regression. It is a kind of linear regression with
`2 regularization. We use the gradient descent to update
the model online.
• Ridge Regression. Least squares regression with `2 regularization is used. The method comes from [13].
• SVM. It is a standard SVM with hinge loss and `2
regularization.
• Structured Output SVM (SOSVM). This method is an
enhanced version of SVM and comes from [21].
These four observation models are ranked according to their
classification ability. The results are shown in Fig. 7.
•

Analysis. Fig. 7 shows that a strong observation model
SOSVM achieves the best performance when the weak feature (Gray) is used. It exceeds the weak observation model
Ridge Regression more than 10%. However, when we use
the strong feature HOG, the weak observation model Ridge
Regression obtains the best performance against the stronger
SVM and SOSVM. What’s more, it is easy to see that these
observation models have similar performance when the strong
feature is used. Similar observations are reported in the visual
tracking [13].
Findings. Strong observation model can obtain higher tracking
performance when the feature is weakly. However, when the
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Precision plots of OPE

Precision

This will promote the development of this field. In the future,
we are going to extend the dataset to include more thermal
sequences and explore more challenge factors in the TIR
pedestrian tracking.
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Fig. 7: OPE plots of the four tracker using different observation models with two different feature extractors.
feature is strong enough, different observation models have a
minor gap in the tracking performance.
VI. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK
In this paper, we collect a TIR pedestrian tracking benchmark dataset for the TIR pedestrian tracker evaluation. A largescale evaluation experiment is carried out on our benchmark
with nine public available trackers. Based on our evaluation
results and analysis, several observations are highlighted for
understanding the TIR pedestrian tracker. First, the scale
estimation strategy is very important for TIR pedestrian tracking, and it can improve the tracking performance to a large
extent. Second, the background information is crucial for a
discriminative tracker, and it can enhance the discriminative
power of the model. Third, deep learning based trackers have
potential to obtain better performance in the TIR pedestrian
tracking.
In addition, in order to understand the TIR pedestrian tracking more sufficiently, we conduct three validation experiments
on each component of the tracker. Some interesting findings
are helpful for the future research. First, the feature extractor is the most important component in the TIR pedestrian
tracker, a strong feature can significantly improve the tracking
performance. Second, different motion models have a minor
effect on the tracking results when the feature is strong enough.
Third, different observation models also have a minor effect
on the tracking performance when the feature is strong. On
the contrary, when the feature is weak, a stronger observation
model often can achieve better performance.
The evaluation and validation experimental results help us
to understand the TIR pedestrian tracker from several aspects.
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